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PLATED CCMPONENT CONNECTIONS FOR MICRO-MINIATURE CIRCUITS

by

Elis A. Guditz

ABSTRACT

A method of plating component connections is being developed
which has application in etch-wired electronic circuits. Aside fram the
advantages of low weight and volume, and high temperature tolerance,
plated connections are produced as a part of the circuit wiring itself.

Test samples have carried currents of a few microamperes to
several amperes d-c while being subjected to temperature cycling for
thirty five days. In other tests, units with plated component connections
carried 3-amps d-c while the ambient temperature was increased, at a
rate of 8°C per minute to 380°C, over twice the melting point of tin-lead
eutectic solder.

Encapsulated transistor circuits with plated component connec-
tions were found to occupy considerably less volume than the same circuit
produced on conventional print-wired boards.
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I. Introduction

This paper is concerned principally with the evaluation of
electrical connections made with chemically deposited copper. Although
the test samples to be described are not "microminiature, the use of
the term in the title is justified by the fact that connection densities
achievable by this technique are limited only by component size and the
resolution obtainable from photolithographic processes." During the
course of the discussion an attempt will be made to answer the following
questions:

(a) What constitutes a plated or deposited connection?
(b) How is copper chemically deposited?
(c) How good is a plated connection?
(d) What are same possible applications of plated connections?

II. The Plated Connection

Figure 1 is a dual flip-flop unit, a circuit type commonly used
in digital computers. Its dimensions are 1" x 1 7/8" x 3/l". The 28
components, transistors, resistors, diodes, and capacitors were first
coated with a resilient plastic and then encapsulated in epoxy resin.
Of principle interest is the plated, or deposited, junction between each
component lead and the etched wiring.

Figure 2 illustrates, more clearly, the composition of the
connection. The component lead makes contact to a thin (under 50 micro-
inches) layer of chemically deposited copper and, through this, to a
thicker (approximately 0.001 inch) layer of electroplated copper. These
copper layers are deposited on both faces of the unit and are later
selectively etched to became the printed wiring. The electroplated junction
between the the two layers of copper is commonly accepted as being a reliable
electrical bond; the junction between the component lead and the chemically
deposited copper is the subject of this evaluation.

III. Copper Deposition

Copper is deposited chemically, by procedures based on the early
work of Narcus??4 from commercially available solutions.??° The sample
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to be plated is lightly sandblasted, cleaned in acid, then exposed to a
sensitizing solution (such as tin chloride), followed by an activating
solution (a noble chloride), and finally a copper-reducing solution.
The resulting deposit is a fine-grained coating of high-purity copper
which adheres well to both the component leads and the encapsulating
plastic. Typical bond strengths of 25 lbs. per inch-wide peel are
obtained. Deposition time is 15 to 20 minutes and temperatures do not
exceed 100°C. A laboratory setup for deposition is shown in Fig. 3.

The copper adheres to properly cleaned and prepared component
leads by chemical as well as mechanical bonds. The junction between the
component lead and the chemically deposited copper resembles boundaries
which exist between individual grains in polycrystalline metals. Figure
h is a photamicrograph of a plated connection showing the canponent lead
and the chemically and electrolytically deposited layers of copper. For
comparison, a soldered connection is shown in Fig. 5.

Connections have also been made in which the initial contact
layers consisted of chemically deposited silver, gold, or nickel.!
Still another type of connection® requires oxidation of the component
lead ends prior to copper deposition; the oxide is reduced to metallic
copper during the deposition step and results in a connection of
exceptionally high bond strength (over 100 lbs. per inch-wide peel). All
of the methods produced satisfactory connections. Chemically-deposited
copper was chosen for the initial contact layer because subsequent etching
is simplified when only one metal is involved.

IV. Tests and Applications

Figure 6 shows one of the first test specimens, a 2" x 2" x 1/)"
phenolic-laminate board with 16 copper pins (1/16" dia.) pressed into
holes. An initial contact layer of copper was deposited over the bottom
surface (pins flush), followed by electroplating to bring the total copper
thickness to about 0.001". Conventional printing and etching procedures
removed the unwanted copper leaving eight pairs of pins connected by 16
plated connections and a set of printed wires. These were then series
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connected by wires (AWG #18) soldered to the pin projections on the
reverse side. A Kelvin bridge measured the total resistance of wires
and connections (soldered and plated) at 0.049 ohms (at 30°C) or an
average maximum value of 0.003 ohms per plated connection (neglecting
wires and soldered connections).

Stability of connection resistance with respect to temperature
cycling was verified by heating the sample from 22 to 60°C four times
in 60 hours. After the test, no change in resistance could be measured.
After thirteen months of shelf life the unit was again temperature cycled.
A direct current of 3 amperes flowed through the connections which were
monitored by relays. If the resistance of any connection increased beyond
3 ohms the associated relay would close, shorting the connection and
recording the failure. The maximum temperature reached during the five-
day test was 180°C, just under the melting temperature for eutectic tin-
lead solder. Again, there was no measurable change in total connection
resistance at the conclusion of the run. A few days later the sample was
run to failure in a test in which the temperature was increased at a rate
of 8°C per minute to a maximum temperature of 382°C. Clamp~type inter-pin
connections were substituted for the solder connections on the back of the
sample to withstand the high temperature, and again 3 amperes d-c was the
test current. The test was interrupted on the second cycle, at a tempera-
ture (decreasing) of 20°C, when a copper pin expanded above the surface
of the board, tearing a conductor; however, the plated connection remained
intact. Figure 7 shows the sample after the test along with a similar
untested sample.

Another test specimen is illustrated in Fig. 8. It consists
of four wires encapsulated in a 1/2 inch cube of epoxy resin. Conductors
are deposited on two faces of the cube, joining the wires as shown. Pairs
of connections are monitored by soldering wires midway on the printed
conductors, at the lettered points, and connecting them to the monitoring
relays.

In all, a total of ten temperature tests were performed on the
three test specimens. The first test has been discussed. The others were
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similar except for the number of specimens and the duration of tests.
Numbers of connections per test ranged from to 120 and the tests lasted
fran 8 hours to 80 hours (35 days). Test currents ranged fran 10 micro-
amperes to 3 amperes.

In each test the temperature was increased until several connec-
tions opened. Examination revealed that connections failed at elevated
temperatures because the expanding plastic tore the deposited conductor
from the encapsulated wire. This is to be expected because the coefficient
of expansion of unfilled epoxy resin is considerably greater than that of
copper wire. This kind of failure is not relevant to the characteristic
of the plated bond under investigation but it indicates a temperature
restriction imposed by the choice of encapsulating material, By adding
a non-conducting filler to the epoxy, such as tale or mica (15% by
volume), expansion is reduced and the operating temperature is increased.

Significant connection failures, in these tests, were those in
which impurities present at the junction of the wire and deposited copper
did not permit the junction to follow the normal resistivity function of
temperature for pure copper. In all but a few cases the plated connections
did act as pure copper. Photomicrographic examination of some high
resistance and open connections clearly indicated a lack of proper cleaning
of the wires prior to copper deposition.

Four connections which survived temperature cycling were placed
on life test carrying 3 amperes d-c continuously at room temperature.
One connection has an initial contact layer of chemically deposited nickel,
another gold, and two copper. This test has been running for over ),000
hours without failure.

Additional data on plated connections are being obtained from
their operation in the Lincoln Laboratory TX-2 computer. Transistors,
packaged as in Fig. 9 have been soldered into several of the computer
plug-in units. Each transistor is potted in a plastic cylinder along with
three new lead wires. Two plated connections and a deposited wire join
each transistor lead to a new lead wire. Nine of these transistors have
each accumulated 432 hours of successful operation. The conductors in
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this transistor package lie in grooves engraved in the plastic. After
copper was deposited, the surface was abraded leaving the metal only in
the grooves, thus eliminating the need for applying acid resist, exposing,
and etching as in the photographic process.

One of the first complete circuit assemblies to be made with
plated connections was the transistor emitter-follower shown in Fig. 10.
The resistor and transistor leads and the terminals were pressed into
holes drilled in the phenolic~laminate board and cut off flush with the
bottom surface. Copper was deposited, coated with acid resist, and
selectively exposed, developed and etched to produce the required
connections and wiring.

The dual flip-flop of Fig. 1 differs from the emitter-follower
in that the components are completely encapsulated in plastic. Phenolic-
laminate boards provide surfaces for the etched wiring and holes to
position the component leads. Later, the boards were eliminated and the
wiring deposited directly on the plastic. Holes in the encapsulating
mold positioned the component leads.

A tester was built to supply power and operating pulses to the
flip-flop and to count and record the number of times it failed to respond
properly to the driving pulses. Exclusive of power failures and one
intermittent plug, the flip-flop has been operating successfully for over
six months.

The flip-flop package has been vibrated while monitored by the
tester. Vibration was in a direction normal to the etched wiring at
frequencies from 10 to 3200 cps for 5=g increments of force until a value
of 60 g was reached. Maximum peak-to-peak displacement during the 5 1/2
hour test was 0.2 inch at 75 cps. No errors in operation occurred and
the flip-flop was undamaged.

Figure 11 is a drawing of a plug-in unit presently under
construction. An important requirement of this unit is that the mobility
of the plug pins be retained after encapsulation. The back of the plug
is cast in a volume of resilient plastic which is later cast in solid
plastic along with the electrical components. Lead wires from the plug
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are brought up to the surface and treated as component leads. Copper,
chemically deposited over both faces, forms plated connections to the
component leads. This is followed by an electroplated layer to the
thickness required for conductors. Conventional etched wiring procedures
produce the desired inter~connections. Development plans include the
use of foam plastics to reduce weight.

The four views of Fig. 12 represent consecutive steps in
processing another form of plated connection. To the board shown at the
upper left has been added a deposited and electroplated tyground plane"
which is connected to a corner pin by a plated connection (upper right).
All other pins have been isolated from the ground plane by a photo-etch
operation. A thin layer of epoxy resin over the ground plane supports
a set of deposited photo-etched conductors which join pairs of pins
together by plated connections (lower left). A second layer of resin
supports additional deposited photo-etched conductors which join the
unconnected pairs of pins to form a two-level series circuit over the
copper ground plane (lower right). A finished board was cut, sanded, and
polished to show half-pins and ) layers of conductors and connections
(Fig. 13). This technique makes possible the deposition of strip
"transmission line" in which the characteristic impedance is a function
of the conductor width and the thickness of the insulating plastic.
Layers of epoxy resin 0.015 inch thick have been laid down on a 10" x 12"
board with thickness controlled to plus or minus 0.001 inch. Each
consecutively cured layer consists of a measured weight of fluid resin
poured onto the board (surrounded by a fence) while it rests on a level
stand in an oven.

A proposed application of multi-layer transmission-line wiring
with plated connections is pictured in Fig. 14. Shown are encapsulated
units plugged into a wiring board module containing two separate levels
of transmission line wiring. Plug receptacles extend to the rear of the
board as pins of sufficient length to accommodate any number of wiring
levels required. Each layer of ground plane, dielectric, and conductors,
is processed and tested consecutively. A proposed assembly for an
electronic computer would consist of approximately 1-ft.° frame-mounted
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modules of deposited wiring (and associated plug-in units) interconnected
by plugs and cables.

Ve Conclusions

This work represents an effort to evaluate plated connections
by comparing them functionally to soldered connections. As such, it is
far from complete; however, a beginning has been made and results of the
several tests indicate the potential usefulness of the technique.

Plated connections can withstand high temperatures provided
consideration is given to the materials supporting circuit components
and wiring. They are well suited for use in rugged, encapsulated circuit
assemblies where the achievable high connection densities enhance the
possibilities of miniaturization. The fact that plated connections can be
made without subjecting components to temperatures above 100°C is an
advantage when low-wattage components are used.

Future work should include determination of the low-temperature
capability of the connection, as well as more high-temperature testing.
Data on quality uniformity among large numbers of plated connections is
needed and more extended life tests under conditions of actual equipment
operation should be made. Also, a better understanding is desired
concerning the nature of the bond between the component lead and the
copper deposit. And, not least, consideration should be given to new
approaches to packaging, made possible by this new technique, at both the
circuit and system levels.
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Fig. 1 - Encapsulated electronic circuit with components interconnected by plated
connections and etched wiring.
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Fig. 3 - Laboratory setup for making plated connections.



Fig. 4 - Photomicrograph of a plated connection at 315X magnification (on 4" x 5" plate).
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Fig. 5 - Photomicrograph of a soldered connection at 315X magnification (on 4" by 5" plate).



Fig. 6 - Sixteen-connection test sample before copper deposition.
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Fig. 7 - Sixteen-connection sample after 382°C. temperature test (left)Similar sample, untested (right).
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Fig. 8 - Plastic test cube with four encapsulated wires and eight plated connections.
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Fig. 11 - Drawing of proposed plug-in unit employing plated connections.
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Fig. 12 - Successive stages in production of multi-layer deposited wiring with plated
connections to copper pins (upper left to lower right).
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Fig. 13 - Section view of multi-layer deposited wiring with plated connections to
copper pins 0.5 inch apart.
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Fig. 14 - Proposed wiring board of multi-layer "transmission line" wiring with plated
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ABSTRACT

A pulsed analog computer has been proposed which requires the useof analog gates. In order to solve the real time flight simia-tion problem it has been estimated that components with a maximumdeviation from linearity of are required. The computer wouldoperate at 100 KC with a progrem which is repeated at a 50 cps'vate. The purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate that the con-struction of analog gates capable of meeting the requirements ofthis system is within the realm of present day technology.
An organized procedure is developed whereby sample gates (impulsemodulators) are analyzed. Severel diode and several transistorgates are analyzed in great detail, including a prediction of gatelinearity from a non-linear model of the gating elements. Severalsample gates are found which would be capabke of meeting our re-quirements, the simplest of which is the two bilateral transistorgate. A method for including the sample gate in a closed loop withauoperational amplifier to improve linearity is demonstrated.Measurements of sample gate linearity are made in both DC and puls-ed situations.
A similar procedure is developed whereby storage gates (clampers)are analyzed. Several storage gates are analyzed but only one,the four diode bridge gate, is found to be capable of pulsed analogapplications. An interesting result of the discussion of storagegates ia the fact that a certain class of these gates are perfectlylinear. Measurements of a storage gates abilities are made bysevere] methods, including closed loop method which multipliesgate errors until they are easily measured.
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CHAPTER [I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1-1 ANALOG GATES, APPLICATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
The use of pulsed or time sharing schemes with analog come

puting equipment is becoming more popular and more practical each
day. in some cases this analog equipment may consist of only an
analog output tied to e digital compter.! in other digital
computers analog equipment may be a part of the computing loop,
in which case both input and output to and from the analog world
are demanded. Techniques in which analog equipment is conserved
by time sharing have been developed. A pulsed analog computer has
been proposed in which all arithmetic operations are performed in
the analog domain but whose program is controlled digitally.'4
In all of these systems high speed anelog gates are either re-
quired or could be profitably used.

There ere two basic types of analog gatess the sample gate
and the storage gate. Both of these gates are three terminal
pair devices as shown in Fig. l-1. These gates have two states;
the enabled state and the disabled state. Ep is a trigger volt-
age which is bivalued. E, 1s a continuous input voltage.
the output voltage, depends on the state of the gate. The ideal
sample gate will have an output voltage equal to the input
voltage E, during the enabled periods and will have an output
voltage of zero during disabled periods. An ideal storage gate
will assume an output voltage equal to the input voltage during
enabled periods and will retain this voltage during the following

Superscript numbers refer to references listed in the Biblio-
graphy.
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disabled period regardless of the value of E,- Real gates, as
we shall see, vary from these ideal characteristics in many ways.
1.2 THB PULSED ANALOG COMPUTER

As these gates are to be designed for use in a pulsed analog
computer it would be worthwhile to briefly discuss this computer.
Prom this discussion of the pulsed analog computer we can deter-
mine the specifications to which the gates must be designed.
The pulsed analog computer combines analog and digital computing
techniques. Where a digital computer performs discrete operations
on discrete variables, and an analog computer performs continuous
operations on continuous variables; the pulsed analog computer
performs discrete operations on continuous variables. From this
point of view it is a digital computer with arithmetic operations
performed in the analog domain. A set of differential equations
will be solved by a repetitive procedure similar to techniques
now employed in obtaining a digital solution.

A block diagram of a simple example of a pulsed analog com-

puter is shown in Fig I-2. The inverter, summer, multiplier, and

integrators are standerd analog equipment, except that they are
capable of operation at high speeds. The inputs to these arith-
metic elements are connected to the outputs of storage gates.
The outputs of these arithmetic elements are connected to the
inputs of sample gates. The sample gates outputs are actually
connected to summing resistors which form the input to the inver-
ter, and not to a common bus as the block diagram would indicate.
The gates are triggered from the digital control unit. An in-
struction in the computer program will trigger two gates sim1-
taneously; a sample gate and a storage gate. This operation wil)
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transfer the input voltage of the sample gate to the output of
the storage gate.

To better demonstrate the operation of the pulsed analog
computer it will be inatructive to follow through a sample pro-
gram. For example we may vant to solve the second order differ-
ential equation 2° + be +VW x = (t). The program can be written
by following a procedure similar to those employed in drawing a

block diagram for an analog computer program. That is, the equa-
tion is first solved for the highest derivative, and then, essum-

ing that ve know this highest derivative we can proceed to compute
the quantity -v'x-b%+f(t). The equality. is completed by routing
this computed quantity back to the point where we sterted with
2°, Pig. I-3 is the block diagram for the analog computer solu-
tion of this equation.

A program for the pulsed analog computer is written by follow-
ing the same procedure. The input to integrator number 1 will
be assumed to be x By performing the instruction G6, the
guantity ge is placed at the input to integrator number 2 and

we now have available both g and -%.b and -f(t) ere avail-
able through sample gates Gy» G, and Gy respectively. The next
atep in the program will be to compute bik by the following pair
of instructions, G,G, and The quantity + bx is now avail-
able at the output of the mltiplier and will be gated to the
first input of the summer in preparation for the addition whieh
must be performed. By continuing this process ve arrive at the
following complete program. The last step in the program has

completed the equality. Note that this program ig not 'unique
for the solution of this equation, but that several steps could

2

2

5
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Fig. 1-4 Program for pulsed analog solution of 5 + = f(t)
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have been interchanged. This program has illustrated how analog
equipment can be time shared. The multiplier computed both the
products bx and wt. While not very apparent from this simple
example, in @ more elaborate problem this sharing of analog
elements would result in a considerable saving of equipment.
1.3 GATE SPECIFICATIONS

In both the all-digital and the pulsed analog case, both
the length of time required for one instruction and the number
of instructions in the progrem are important when real time solu-
tions are demanded. There is an error introduced into the total
solution because of the discrete manner in which the pulsed ana-
log computer has produced the solution. The steps of the program
must be run through many times for each cycle in the solution
of the differential equation in order to obtain an accurate an-
aver. An exact analysis of this effect is difficult even for
this simple case. Nevertheless it has been estimated that for
the real time simulation of high performance aircraft (which is
the motivating force in designing this computer) to a reasonable
Gegree of accuracy, about 5%, a 2000 step program would have to
be run through 50 times a second. This means that single in-
struction will have to be completed in 10 x 10 seconds. In
terms of gates this means a 10 x 1076 second enadied period and
@ possible 20 x 107" second disabled period.

In addition to errors introduced in computation due to the
Giscrete operation of the computer, there is an error introduced
because of the inaccuracies of the computing elements and gates.

6

In order to maintain solution error to a reasonably email value
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the computing elements and gates mist maintain a corresponding
accuracy. Agein even in our simple problem the exact effect
of component inaccuracies is difficult to analyse. For the

j purposes of flight simulation it is estimated that .1% compon-
ents are neoded." In order to use these gates with existing
arithmetic components a voltage range of t 20 volts will be re-
quired. This outlines the basic specifications on the gates to
be designed. All design work will be carried out with these
specifications end the pulsed analog computer in mind.
1.4 SAMPLE GATR DESIGN

Any design procedure for sample gates mist take into account
the important quantities; gain, effect of trigger voltage on

output, range of operation, enabled linearity and speed. A simp-
lified schematic for the sample gate (Fig. 1-5) will allow us
to get a first estimate of gate gain. The enabled gain vill :be

lel
Lo

The disabled gain will be

where R is the input source reBletance, Ze ia the impedance of
D a Rip 1.2

the gates series element, and R is the impedance of the gates
shunt element. Ry, may include the gates load resistance. The
subcsripts E and D refer to the enabled and disabled value of
the quantity respectively. In a ahunt gate, Za5 =

Zen* In a

Series gate = Rip?
Three types of trigger sources can be distinguished. These

are the grounded trigger, the balanced trigger and the floating
trigger. The effect of the trigger voltage can often be estimated
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by assuming the triggered elements to be a single node when

A sample gate is usable over a limited range of input volt-
ages. By using a plecewise linear model for the gating elements
the breakpoints in the gates characteristics can be determined.
At this point it is often useful to plot E, vs E,- This plot
will include the gate gain, effect of trigger voltage and break
points.

Linearity of the enabled gate becomes a problem largely
because Zor may be a function of gate current. In order to pre-
dict these non-linearities a more elaborate model than the piece-
wise linear model for the gating element is required. Even non-
linearities in the trigger source can appear as non-linearities
in the gate output. It would now be appropriate to make a plot
of EoE _ KE, - K is a reference gain chosen commonly to be the
gate gain near the point where E,

The switching speed of e gate is largely determined by the
switching speeds of the particular components used in the gate.
The design work here can only attempt to make best use of the
gating components. As a final step in this design procedure ve
must assure ourselves that the gates operation is consistant with
the input source, output load, and trigger source characteristics.

The steps outlined have been called a design procedure while
they are in reality an analysis procedure. However when applied
to a given gating configuration many opportunities will be found
for design. Several compromises will become apparent for example,

bied.

0.

avitching speed can often be traded for gate linearity.
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Improvements in sample gate linearity can be obtained by
including the sample gate in a closed loop. Fig. 1-6 shows how

this might be accomplished. The push-pull sample gate has two

outputs one of which is exactly the same as an ordinary sample
gate. The other output will have an output of zero during the
enabled periods and a output equal to the input during disabled
periods. By feeding back both outputs the operational amplifier
is assured of continued closed loop operation, which makes this
scheme usable with any operational amplifier.
1.5 A PRANSISTOR SAMPLE GATE

Among the several sample gates analyzed, the bilateral tren-
sistor series-shunt gate (Fig. 1-7) best meats the requirements
for pulsed analog uses. The design procedure previously outlined
can be applied to this gate. This gate is enabled with a negative
trigger voltage ~Erg which saturates Tl and cuts of T2. The gate
is disabled with a positive trigger voltage Erp which gute ort
Tl and saturates T2. This gate is to be used between two analog
feedback amplifiers and therefore has an input source resistance
of almost zero and an external output load resistance, of

The enabled gain of the gate will be a and the
Gisabled gain of the gate will be sero, here 8SAT
tion resistance of the :ransistor, and it is assumed the out off
transistor resistance is much greater than Note also that
any leakage current from the cutoff transistor will always flow
through @ very q resistance. By replecing the enabled ele-
ment with a single node and completely neglecting the disabled
element, the first order effect of trigger voltage on the output
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is seen to be sero. Phe transistor models of Fig. 1-8 are
usable in caloulating the linear range of this gate. Using
the model, with Dl and D2 taken to be ideal diodes, the break
points in the B) va B, plots can be determined. In Pig. 1-9
the gain, effect of trigger voltage, and breakpoints of this
gate have been plotted.

A very realistic non-linear model for the transistor is obtained
by replacing the diodes of Fig. 1-8 with the diode function

KK 1n {1 + 1.3
co

From this model the saturation resistance, which is defined to
be o in the grounded emitter characteristics, can

be shown to vary as 1/Igs
TSAT

Non-linearities due to the fact thet Tgap Varies with base current
are the important non-linearities in a transistor sample gate.
Errors due to unbalance in the transistors operation are generally
amall (less than 1 x 10°" volts). Errors. due to thy
the grounded emitter characteristics of the transistor are easily
eliminated by design. For the gate of Pig. 1-7 the nonlineari-
ties due to Tsar varying with trigger current can be expressed
by Equ. 1-5.

where K ig the gain of the gate at EB 0. The complete deriva-
tion of this expression 1s included in Chapter IV.

Tl (z,)* 1.5
Ren)
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Since the base current of f1 varies vith EB,» the switching
speed of this gate will vary with input voltage. As the linear~
ity .of the gate ig improved longer switching speeds will result.

A General Transistor 2N595 or 2N594 may have a value of
2(1-a) K, of about 2.5 x 10 volta. with Re) Selected to be
250KO. » Ry given to be LOOKO, and Ree selected to be + 25 volts,
the maximum gate non-linearity will be .1%or 20 x volts.
It should be noted that the cutoff transistor will be back biased
by as much as 45 volts. Transistors mast be selected to be cer-
tain that they are capable of withstanding this large voltage.
Pig. 1-10 is a plot of gate linearity.
1.6 STORAGE GATE DESIGN

The basic considerations which must be taken into account
in the design of a storege gate ares set time, hold time, range
of operation and switching transients. A simplified schematic
for a storage gate is shown in Fig. l-ll. The actual storege
ig accomplished by holding charge on e capacitor C. The set
time is defined to be the maximim time required for the output
of the enabled gate to change from one value to another. Since
the final value may never by reached an allowable error must be
specified. The disabled gate will maintain the correct voltage
within an allowable discharge error for a finite time Tee The
minimum value of t, 18 ealled theh old time.

A floating trigger source is often used with the storage
gate. This will allow us to include the gating elements and the
trigger source in a two terminal series element. The character-

3.

isties of this element can be shown by a plot of ve
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Non-linearities in the enabled o, vs i, plot will affect set
time but will not affect gate linearity. A gate of this type
will have @ linear gain of unity. The disabled vs i, plot
will show maximum difference which can occur between input
and output voltage before the leakage current becomes excessive.
The gate which we will attempt to build will have a meximum

difference of 40 volts.
The exact nature of the off-switching transients in a stor-

age gate are important because these transients may introduce

permanent errors in the output voltage. The operation of a

storege gate is much more limited by the characteristics of the

input and output circuits than is the sample gate. Current
limitations in the input source become of immediate importance
when calouleting set time. Similarly leakage currents into the

output clreuitry will lessen hold time. And of course no gate
is complete without e properly designed trigger source.

1.7 JHE FOUR PIODE STORAGE GATE
The four diode bridge gate (Fig. 1-12)has often been used

6 and, despite the attempt to use severalfor a storage gate
other novel gating arrangements, it remains the best storage
gate available. This gate is enabled with a positive trigger
voltage and disabled with a negative trigger voltage. Assuming
that the diodes are identical and have @ forward resistance Pe
and a reverse resistance mn» the eg ve ig plots can be easily
obtained and are shown in Pig. 1-13. However before any con-
Clusions can be reached about the four dicde gate a mere realis-
tic model must be chosen for the diodes. If the diode curve
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e& ) is given and the diodes are identical the
ing set of equations can be derived.

eg 167

1.6

+ - 4
4

From these equations the plot of o, ve i, can be obteined either
graphically or even perhaps analytically. Many iateresting
results can be obtained from this analysis. For example if the
trigger source is a current source of value i, the maximum possi-
ble value of i, will be

Silicon diode characteristics are often approximated as

K, in {1+ 1.8%4
co

For a current source trigger the resistance of the gate r_ (whichis defined to be de can be shown to begi 0

1.9

Therefore the curwent capabilites of the gate increase with
trigger current not only because its linear range is extended
but also because its conducting resistance is decreased. A
typical value of 2X] ts 013 volts.

The expotential diode model shows that the true character
of a back biased diode is closer to a current source then to a
resistor. Fig. 1+1% shows the back biased diodes of the disabled
gate repkoed with current sources. This cireuit would be ambiguous
Since four independent current sources @re arrenged such that
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I,~Iy I,-I)° Therefore the four dotted resistors have been
added. However we can use the current source model to demonstrate
the point that leaky diodes can be used to build a gate which
has a leakage current much lower than any diode in the gate.
This is due to the fact that these currents subtract before they
leave the gate. If four equal diodes are used a gate can be built
in which the very steep slope of the diode characteristic plays
the important role in the disabled gates characteristics. The
Transistron SG-222 diode, for example, has a leakage current of
about .25 x 10 amps. By carefully selecting and matching these
diode the gate leakage current can be reduced to .0l x 10 ahips.

Now that we know that abilities of the series element, the
value of the capacitor and the input source can be designed.
Assume that the diodes for the gate have been carefully selected
and a leakage current of .01 x amps obtained. In order to
secure a hold time of 20 x 10°" seconds within an allowable
error of 20 x 10°" volts a .01 x 10 farad capacitor is required.
Now turning to the enabled period a 40 volt change across this
capacitor in 10 x 1076 seconds will require an average charging
current of 40 ma. Or if the capacitor is to charge exponentially
to within 20 x 10 volts of final value a 130 resistance and

peak current of .3 amps are demanded. A vacuum tube circuit which
is capable or 150 ma output currents and which has a linear output

(Fig. 1-15). TAis cirouit will replace the usual cathode follower
output stage of the operational amplifier which drives the gate.

6

6

6

6

3

resistance of r has been developed for use with this gate!

Special care must be taken to assure that the enabled gate
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does not place load on the operational amplifier which would

eause it to oscillate. Fig. 1-16 iilustrates the situation and

Pig. 1-17 is a block diagrem for this closed loop system. It
is assumed that the unloaded feedback amplifier is designed to

Ur, +

could introduce enough additional phage shift to cause instabile
ity. However if Pg is greater than this term can be mede

ly be about 50. By adjusting vr, the system clin be stabilized

be very stable. The addition of the lag term cs + 1

to have little effect. which is equal to wi}] typioal-

vhile still maintaing @ set time of 10 x 107° seconds.
1.8 MBASURAMRNTS

Measurement of a gate capabilities should be made under con-
ditions similar to those it will experience in actual use. The

important measurements to be made on & sample gate are enabled

linearity, disabled gain and switching speed. A etreuit used
for making direct measurement of sample gate linearity ia illu-
strated in Pig. 1-18. Adjustments are provided to eliminate any
bias which the gate may have and to normalize the gain before
moasurements are taken. The measuring instrument can be a high
gain DC oscilloscope for making pulsed measurements. The input
and output of the feedback gate are already of opposite sign and

therefore @ simple resistive sumaing network will make the gate
error inmediately available. The disabled gain can be determined

by simply measuring the gate output when typical inputs are applt-
ed to the gate.

In storege gate we must measure set time and hold time.
Set time can be measured by using the circuit of Fig. 1-19.
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The input voltage is made equal to say + 20 and a large resistor
is connected from the capacitor to -20 volts. The time between
pulses is adjusted to allow the capacitor to reach its final
value. The set time is completed when the gate error ia vithin
ite allowed limits. The hold time of a storage gate mst be
measured with a pulsed input. For example if the input of the
storage gate is +20 volts during the enabled perios it should
be switched to -20 volts immediately following the enabled perlod
to simlate the input which a storege gete may actually exper-
fence. If this is not done any resistive component in Zep will
not make its presence felt. At the end of the hold time the
input will return to 420 volts and the capacitor will recharge
to its proper value again. To measure the discharge error we
need only measure this recharge, which can be done with a sensi-
tive AC oseilloscope.

A closed loop system haa been designed which consists of
two sample gates end two storage gates and allows these components
to operete under conditions similar to those experienced in actual
pulsed analog use. This system, which is Lilustreted in Pig.
1-19, can algo be used to make measurements of disabled gate
discharge. The system operates by starting with the switch in
position number 1 ané applying a pulse This will trigger
sample gate number 1 and storage gate nunber 1 and in so doing
will transfer the input voltage to the output. The next step is
to trigger Ky, which transfer this voltage to the output of stor-
age gate number 2. By this time the switch has moved into positian
number 2 and the program will continue to ciroulate the input
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voltage by applying a pulse Bm° The trigger pulses continue
to repeat at regular intervals. After many cycyles are com-

pleted the svitch is returned to position number 1 and the pro-
cess started over again. The switching and counting is accomplish-
ed by @ simple digital eircuit.

If? the loop gain is positive a difference equation can be
written for the (n + 1) th outpt.

e(n+1) = Ko(n) +2, 1.10
where K is the loop gain and is a bias voltege accumulated
in making one exoursion around the loop. The solution to thia
equation ts

e(n) e(o) - Ey (x)" + By 1.12

or in the apecial case when K = i.
e(n) = e(0) + 2

By looking at the output on the scope we can ad just the loop
gain and bias until K = 1 and » 0. Now by changing the
time between trigger pulses Bey and Epe an additional bias term
will appear due to the fact that an additional discharge time
has been aliowed for storage gate number 1. This error is miti-
plied by the number of cycles n. By this method the small values
of discharge error oan be readily measured. This method is,
however, limited by non-linearities in loop gain and by amplifier
drift.
1.9 CONCIUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The simple and important conclusion that can be drawn from

this thesis is that analog gates to meet the pulsed anslog re-
quirements can be built. In the sample gate which was built
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transistors had to be selected for high voltage breakdown. In
the storage gate diodes had to be selected for low leakage cure
rent. While these selection procedures do not lend themselves
to mass production techniques, the fact that the required analog
gates oan be built has nevertheless been demonstrated.

There remains meny opportunities for the further improvement
of analog gates. Several immediate approaches can be suggested
for both the sample and storege gate. Better symmetrical tran-
sistors may be presently available on the market for use in the
sample gate. Often the fect that a transistor is symmetricel is
not even mentioned in the trensistor specifications. A careful
study may uncover several usable transistors. There is also the
possibility that non-symmetrical transistors can be used in this
gate. The same model configuration which was used for the bi-
lateral trensistor can also be used for the non-symuetrical
transistor. The model will however have a numerical unbalance.
Prom this model the important gate properties could be established
in terms of the transistors parameters. This will give some

criterion for chosing a transistor to be used in the gate. By
this approach a transistor with a high voltage break down and

faster switching speed may be selected. Ina sample gate, trigger
source somplexity and gate performance oan be traded. By using a

separate trigger source for.each,element of. the series shunt transistor
gate a better gate can be built. In this manner the trigger re-
quirements of each element can be better satisfied. All of these
approaches could serve to further improve the sample gate.

It is needless to say that the search fo better diodes to
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be used in the storage gate should continue. Another fundamental

problem connested with the storage gate concerns itself with the
properties of the capacitors dielectric. An effect called die-
lectric absorption can cause gate errors. A theoretical or
experimental assurance that this effect can be made negligibly
emall, by selecting the proper dielectric, would be welcomed.
The transistor blocking oscillator which was designed for use
with the storage gate has the limitation that it can only be

Pulsed at a 20KC rate. The use of better pulse transformers,
which are now available on the market, could possible extend
this to 50KC. Or perhaps a monostable multivibrator with high
current capabilities could be built. Finally the output stage
of the storage gate requires some special attention. Since this
stage operetes completely open loop, it is subject to drift and

non-linearites. These disadvantages could possibly be eliminated
by a more careful design.



CHAPTER IT

THE SAMPLE GATE

2.1 BASIC DESIGN
The basic considerations which must be taken into account

im the design of a sample gate are the enabled gain, the disabled
gain, operating range, linearity and speed. A simplified sche-
matic for a sample gate is shown in Fig. 1-5. Ry is the internal
resistance of the source. Ze will take on two values}; Zon? the
impedance of the disabled series element and Zen? the impedance
of the disabled series element. Ry, is the shunt element of the
gate and may also include gate load resistance. The value of
Ry can also be changed by the trigger pulse and can take on two

values; Rip the shunt resistance for the enabled gate and Rip?
the shunt resistance for the disabled gate. The trigger voltage
which is omitted from this diagram simply determines the state
of Ze and R,° The subscript E will always refer to the enabled

quantity while the subscript D refers to the disabled quantity.
Expressions for the gate transimissions can now be written.
When the gate is enabled the transmission will be

R 2el
R + +

If this transmission is to be near one, R, + Zor must be very
much less than The disabled gain, which for an ideal gate
is sero, is for this more realistic model

Prom this we arrive at the criterion the Z It is+ R_>R
25
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not necessary that both Z» and R,, be triggered. In a series
gate only Ze is triggered. In a shunt gate only R, is trigger-
ed. In @ series-shunt gate both are triggered.

There are essentially three methods of wiring the trigger
source to the gating elements (Fig. 2-1). In the grounded trigger
arrangement the trigger voltage causes a current to flov. The
return path to ground for this current is through the terminals
of the gating element to the connected circuits and to ground.
Phe incremental equation in iTL + ino applies. These currents
can cause an error at the output of the gate. The first effect
of trigger voltage on enabled gate output can often be calculated
by assuming that the geting element becomes a single node during
the enabled period. If the by Eq. 2-3.

2035

We can also see that the trigger resistance Re will affect the
gate gain. The balanced trigger offers the possibility of circu-
lating the trigger current without introducing an error due to
currents from the terminals of the gating element. The value of
Rep does however enter the expression for gate enabled gain.
Similar to the balanced trigger source is the floating trigger
Source of Fig. 2-le. In the floating trigger case the value of
Rp does not necessarily enter into the expressions for gate gain.
in any case, the trigger voltage will introduce an additional
term in the expression for enabled and disabled output. For an
ideal gate this term will be zero.

A sample gate will be usable only over a limited range of
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input voltages. A complete mode) for the gate will permit us
to approximate the extent of this useful range. If plecewise
linear models are used for the getes components, then plecevise
linear gete transmission characteristics can be calculated. The
graph of B, vs gE, for both the enabled and disabled gate will be
of particular interest. These plotsshould also include the gate
gain and effect of trigger voltage as calculated so far. From
these plots we will be able to determine many of the gates abili-
ties and disabilities.

Linearity of the enabled gate becomes a problem largely be-
cause Zee may be a function of gate current. Also in many cases
the major non-linearities are introduced by the driving source
resistance R,. Hovever, these vill affect the linearity only
when VA + R, becomes large enough to affect the expressions for
enabled gain. In gates in which the trigger current changes with
input voltages non-linearities in the trigger source can be reflec-
ted into gate output. The speed of the gate or the time it takes
the output voltage to change from sero to its new value when

enabled, is mainly a property of the switching speed of the par
ticular components used in the gate. Of course the switching
speed of the trigger voltage source is also of considerable impor-
tance in determining gate switching speed.

The question of a model for the gates elements is an important
one. The more realistic the model, the more realistic will be
the calculations for gain, linear range, etc. The general method
of analysis for any gate will be to first look at the gross effects
using @ gross model, and then as the picture becomes clearer
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to add in the more subtle and more refined aspects of the gates
operetion. Actually, different models may be used for different
calculations. For example, : f a gate uses diodes we may first
assume these diodes to be ideal. If this model shows that the
gate has the, proper enabled and disabled gain and linear range,
& more elaborate model for the diodes, perhaps a piecewise linear
diode with a forward conducting resistance pe and a back resis-
tance will allow us to get a better eatimate of enabled and

disabled gain. Finally, if an estimate of gate linearity is de-
sired, @ non linear diode curve will have to be used. In this
thesis no attempt is made to associate a model chosen for a device
with the physics of the device.

As in the design of any equipment the input and output con-
ditions are important. The input current requirements of a

sample gate must be consistant with the driving sources capabili-
ties. Similarly the load which the gate faces should be of proper
magnitude. Finally, no sample gate is complete without a care-
fully designed trigger source. This completes the fundamentals
of sample gate design. Below is a list which summaries the
important steps which ere taken in analyzing a gate.
2) Get rough picture of gates operation by inspection
2) Choose model for gating elements for each calculation
3) Calculate enabled gain; Calculate disabled gain
4) Determine range of operation, enabled and disabled
5) consider effect of trigger voltage on output, both states
6 ) calculate or measure linearity
7) Estimate gate speed
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8 ) Consider or design in more detail input source, output

load, and trigger source.

The linearity of a sample gate can be improved by the use

of feedback. By inserting a sample gate after the final output

stage and before the feedback point of an operational amplifier
all the benefits of the high gain amplifier and negative feedback
can be obtained. Fig. 2-2 illustrates in this method. This feed-
back arrangement adapts very easily to pulsed analog uses. The

operational amplifier can for example be the same amplifier which
is used for a sumer. The output stage of a miltiplier is very
likely to be an operational amplifier used as a summer, which can

therefore incorporate this gating arrangement.
One disadvantage of this closed loop arrangement is the fact

that the amplifier is open loop when the gate is disabled. An

operational amplifier which is operated open loop will saturate,
resulting in large output voltages and long recovery time. This
difficulty can be overcome by the use of a push-pull gate. The

push-pull gate is a sample gate with two outputs. One output is
exactly like the ordinary sample gate. The other output is zero

during the enabled period and is equal to the input during the
disabled period. By feeding back both outputs the amplifier is
always in a closed loop state. Ideally the switching time of the

gate should be fast when compared to the response time of the
amplifier. This is to prevent any large transients from being
introduced during the switching.

2.2 SAMPLE GTES AND FEEDBACK
1 T
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205 MEASUREMENTS

Three important quantities must be measured in the sample
gate. Those are; enabled linearity, switching speed, and dis-
abled gain. Because we are interested in errors of about .1%
or 20 x 10 volts any method of measurement must avoid a compari-
son of large quantities. For example we could not measure the
input voltage of a gate, measure the output voltage of the gate,
and then subtract these two voltages to obtain an accurate esti-
mate of gate error. Fig. 1-18 is a schematic of a circuit used
to directly measure gate non-linearity. Adjustments are provided
whereby the gate gain and any gate bias can be removed before
making these measurements. In this measurement the voltage drop
across the source resistance R, has neccessarily been neglected.
Uniess Ry is readily attainable some independent measurement would
have to be made to determine input source linearity. The measuring
instrument can be either a millivolt meter for D C measurements
or, to be more realiatic, an oscilloscope for pulsed measurements.
Switching time can be easily observed when making pulsed measure-
ments. The disabled gain oan be obtained by simply measuring the
output of the disabled gate with a high gain oscilloscope while
some typical inputs are applied to the gate.

The input and output of a sample gate with feedback are of
opposite sign. The error in this arrangement can be measured
after constructing a resistive summing network. Since much care
was taken to design the gate with a particular load in mind, the
measuring resistors should simlate this load. If R, and Ry are
adjusted to be equal and the gain from 8, to carefully adjusted

3
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the error measuring meter will indicate Again DC or

pulsed measurements can be made.



CHAPTER III
DIODE SAMPLE GATES

361 A PIODR SERIES
Phe series diode gate with a grounded trigger of Fig. 3-1

will serve as a first example of a sample gate. This gate, which
is enabled with a positive trigger voltage and disabied with a

negative trigger voltage, can be roughly analyzed by considering
the diodes to be ideal. In the enabled state the complete expres-
gion for gate output voltage (that is,lincluding the effect of
trigger voltage) can be easily written.

Still using the ideal diode model the disabled gain is truly
sero. The range of input voltage over which the diodes will
remain conducting when the gate is enabled can be determined

by writting expressions for the current in the diodes.

Ry + RR,1

+ R

3.28TE +
8 +1

+ R 3.2b(R
++

As neither of these currents can be negative, the range of volt-
ages for is - < 8,< perez . when the gate is disabled

there ia no value of input voltage which will make the output
other than zero.. Therefore, the disabled gain is always sero.

+-4

Pig. 3-2 summarises the gates characteristics.

23
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Ej Rs D De Ey

Fig. 3-1 Series Diode Gate with Grounded Trigger

AE,
Slope

;RR,
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Intercept
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Rs Ru
+R,R Ete

Fig. 3-2 Enabled and Disabled Transmissions of Series Diode Gate

Pig. 3-3 The Four Diode Balanced Trigger Series Sample Gate
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Applying typical numbers to the equations for enabled gain
end linear range vill give us a better feeling for the capabili-
ties of this gate. R, = 500r, R, = 2 Kr, Rp 20Kr end

Eee * SOV are all values which one might choose. This allows
us to calculate that

EB, +785 + .785 &
and that

1 < B < 36.3.
Even at this point many difficulties which would be encoun-

tered when applying this gate to the pulsed analog computer are
apparent. The gate lacks unity gain. However, upon returning
to the schematic for the pulsed analog computer (Fig. 1-2) we

see that this can be compensated for by a change in the input
@ resistor of the following inverter. A real difficulty vith this

gate is its limited linear renge. This gate is good only for
positive input and positive output voltages. Of course, we could
adé 20 volts to the input and then subtract 20 volts from the
output to obtain the proper range; but this becomes awkward. In
other words we can stop here for it is hardly likely that this
gate would be used in our application. It has served well how-

ever, 48 a first illustration of a sample gate and the types of
difficulties which are encountered in its design.
d-2 THE DIODE SERIES GATE WITH BALANCED TRIGGER

By paralleling the gating element of the previous gate with
a symmetric element, the balanced trigger four diode bridge gate
ia constructed. (Fig. 3-3) The newly added gating element is

@ symmetric in that the diodes are reversed and the polarity of the
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trigger voltage is reversed. This gate will be enabled when

En) is positive and Eno is negative. It is disabled when

is negative and Eno 1s positive. Again considering that during
the enabled state the diodes are all short circuits we can calcu-
late the enabled gain and the effect of the trigger voltages in
one step. All currents in the gate can be calculated. Fig. 3-4
shows the cireuit and Eq. 3-3a to Eq. 3-3f are the results. Of
course, i, Ry, is the output voltage.
Beg 1 R, Rp Oo 0

tb
0 le

Tl 00

0

0 1 1 id11

OR, Rey Ry + Ry Ry Roo + Ry Ry Rao + Roy Ro Ry 33d
Dia = = (Rpy Fy + Rey Ryo + Ry Ryo) By + Ry Bao Baie

+ RF, Ray Enon 3.30

Dib =Ry Rap By + (Ry Ryo + FR Ry + Ry Rao) Brie
~

Ry RL Bor 3. 36
Dio Ry Rpoky + Roo Rg Brig + Ry Ppp Enog 3.30
Did Rey Fy By + Ry Ry, Eng ~ (Ry Rp + Ry Ry

+ Ray Ry) Epor 3.3f
To determine the operating range of this gate, current in

each diode of the four diode bridge must be calculated. If the
diodes are of very low resistance or of sero resistance, the
currents ins Lys ine and i, wil appear as ourrent sources with
values as determined by Eq. 3-5a to Eq. 3-5e. Fig. 3-5 Lllustrates
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this bridge. If the diodes are all short circuits and the four
currents ise Ly? i, and is are given, the diode currents i,» ins
4 and 1, cannot be uniquely determined. However, if the diodes
have & resistance Ra the following equation applies.

0 i, R, + i, R, - iy R - 1, R, 3.6a

0 1, + 4 - 1, - i, 3.6
Eq. 3-6b willhbhold for any R, however small, provided R, 0-
Three current summing equations and Eq. 3-6b provide enough infor-

3

3

mation to calculate all diode currents. These expressions are
summarized im Eq. 3-7

1 0 14

ib; .. 1 0 iy
ic 1 0 ~1 i, 2e7

"1 1 "1

The solution to these equations are given in Eq. 3-8.

i, 2 1 0 Ay, 3.8

1

441

2 O/ z114

2

i, -3 2 -1 0

2 -3 0 0

The next step is to calculate dys ios i, and i, in terms of Ey
and Erg? This is not very difficult and the results are shown
below. It is apparent

144
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1, (Ra + 1/2 Ry') E, + /e( 3.9a

1/2 R 2
+ 1/2 "TE 3.9b24

T

3-9
+ 1/2 R 2

+ 1/24L T
R R

3

2
4 life "T B, + 1/2 3.9444

from Pig. 3-3 and from the above equations that the linear range
is symmetric with respect to For large positive E, the cur-
rent in D, is the first to go negative. This will occur when

4°

2/2 3.10
Rk, + 1/2 Re

As in the previous gate there is no value of E, which make E,
other then sero when the gate is disabled.

In the interest of large enabled gain the trigger voltage
and its associated resistor are often made to appear as a current
source to the enabled gate. With the modification that

Rep
is very

large or that appears as a current source, we can revrite
the equations for enabled gain, disabled gain, enabled linear
range and current in the diodes.

+ Ts+

The enabled and disabled gains become

3.11+

O 3012ES p4
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BE, + W/2(te1
D1

i, 1/2 R 2
+ 1/2 "Tr 3.9b7

1, - RR + 1/2 R 2

D Rp

1/2 Ree 1/2 3.9014

from Fig. 4-3 and from the above equations that the linear range
1s symmetric with respect to Ei, For large positive By the cur-
rent in Dd, is the first to go negative. This will occur when

3.10+R +
4

RyRy, + 1/2 R

As in the previous gate there is no value of E, which make E,
other then zero when the gate is disabled.

In the interest of large enabled gain the trigger voltage
and its associated resistor are often made to appear as a current
source to the enabled gate. With the modification that

Ren
is very

large or that Eng/Re appears as a current source, we can rewrite
the equations for enabled gain, disabled gain, enabled linear
range and current in the diodes.

The enabled and disabled gains become

E41

3. 11
L* 5

3212
p
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Similarly, the linear range is modified to take into account

this approximation.

Zz + (R +R) [a 3.13

In this case the diode bridge behaves very symmetrically.
Eq. 3el4a to Eq. 3-14d show that the diodes on opposite legs of
the bridge have identical currents in them. There is a super-
position which applies to this bridge and its currents. The trig-
ger source causes a current to flow in each diode.

i -1/2- + 1/2 (= 3.lha1

3e14b1/2 my + 1/2
+2

1/2 By + 1/2
(+34

(e) 3.144+

The input voltage causes a current By to flow in each
8diode. These currents will add in two opposite diodes and sub-

tract in the other two. Remember that this is only true when

Rp >> Re +

Pig. 3-6 18 a summary of the gates characteristics as discuss~
ed so far.

As a numerical example, let us assume that we are to design
a diode gate of the balanced trigger type and that we are given
the input source resistance as 500 ohms and the output load as
2000 ohms. The linear range of this gate is to be + 20 volts. It
remains for us to design a trigger source. Recognizing that ve
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cannot build a perfect current source, we can, however, use the
equations derived for this case as a guide. Let us vary and

calculate Eup? maximm trigger current, and , . with the con-
straint that the linear range remain a constafit + 20 volts. By
turning back to the appropriate equation and putting in the knowm

values the following three equations can be vritten.
2

Eve = .02 2000 Rn + 5 Rn
+ .25 Ry

A 00 + .01
dmax + 1.25 R

2
Rep

+

In Pig. 5-7 the above equations are plotted. From these graphs
the right combination of Rp and can be chosen. 1.max gives
the maximum current required of this source and Ey, is the re-

E1sulting gate gain.
3-3 THE DISABLED SERIES GATE

Before continuing with the floating trigger four diode gate,
we might pause to investigate in general one of the main disadvant-
ages of the series sample gate when applied to the pulsed analog
computer. This difficulty originates in the fact that ZGD contains
a capacitive component. The resistive component of GD is general-
ly large enough to be of no consequence whew compared to this
capacitive component. Fig. 3-8 is an illustration of the circuit
with which we ere now concerned. Let us assume that the input
voltage is a ramp (Ae) t and that this ramp lasts for a long time

tAcompared to the time'constant + (Fr, + RyCc. The problem is to
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compute the final value of the output voltage due to this ramp,
and then to adjust the variables to keep this error below a

predetermined minimum. Eq. 3-14 is an expression for the dis-
abled gain. Eq. 3-15 is an expression for the actual output.
And lastly, Eq. 3-16 is the final value of the output.

3.14

E 3215

limS 5 3.16omax

For a numerical example, let us essume that the disabled
gate appears as a capacitor of value 25 x 10 farads (which is
typical for a diode gate), and that the input voltage changes 40
volts in 10 x 10 seconds. If the maximum alloved voltage read
through is .02 volts, what is the largest value of Ry, which we

can use? The R, to satisfy Eq. 3-16 is 2,000 ohms. This or a

lower value of R,, will reduce the disabled gain to an allowable
value. Most calculations which are made for the enabled gate
favor a large value of The difficulties are then encountered
in attempting to use this resistor in the enabled gate and still
maintain enabled gain, linear range and lineerity.
34 THE DIODE SERIES ]GATE WITH FLOATING TRIGGER

The next gate which we will consider is the logical extention
of the diode series gate to the floating trigger case (Fig. 3-9).
The analysis of the balanced trigger gate when Eng and Rp are very
large is similarin many respects to this gate. The gate of Fig.
3-9 is enabled with a positive

12

6
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trigger voltage and disabled with a negative trig-
ger voltage. A model a little more e@aborete than the ideal
Glode can easily be used for this gate.

If the diodes are assumed to have a forward or conducting
resistance of r and a back resistance of Yh» the results as
illustrated in Pig. 3-10 can be obtained for gate gain and linear
range. Unlike the previous gates the disabled range of this gateis not infinite. This is not due to the fact that a different
model is being used for the gating elements, but is a property ef
the configuration.

An alternative approach can be used to calculate E, ve &,plots for the floating trigger gate. The gating elements, includ-
ing the trigger source can be considered to be a two terminal
impedance. This impedance, 2g? ig non-linear. A plot of vs
i, can be calculated once the model for the diodes has been
chosen. On this same graph the load line Ez, (R, + R,) i, + e,can be drawn. The intersection of these tvo curves determines
the operating point of the gate. By varying E, and recording
corresponding values of i, the plots of E, ve E, can be obtained.
This method of analysis will be used to find an estimate of the
linearity of the floating trigger four diode series gate.

The first step in determing this linearity is therefore to
find the ®, vs i, plots for the enabled series element. Let us
assume that the four diodes of the gate are equal and that some
Giode curve % (14) is given. Pig. 3-11 1llustrates the
clreuit which we are nov interested in. Many equations can be
immediately vritten down by inspection.
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Ey = @, + e, + Ln Rp 317a
* @ + @, + in Rap

Oy

= ec,
- °, 317d

ip +1, = 3.1Te

is +1,
= ty

i, + 1 i, 317h

3

3.17f
1 21

If we interchange subscripts 1 with 4 and 2 with 3 the set of
equations remains unchanged. This symmetry plus the fact that
the diodes are equal proves that e = Oy and and of
course 1, iy i, This reduces the eight equations
above to the four below.

Bp = + @, + 1p Rp 3.18a

ep
= - 3.18b

i, + i, i, 3.18

The voltages , and e, are replaced with f(1,) and f(1,) respec-
tively.

f 41 ) +f (42) + ty 3.19a

en f (15) (4) 3.190

i, + i, = i, 3.19

1

4 + i 3.186-21

= 319484 + 121
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From Eq. 3-19c and Eq. 3-19d we can solve for i, and i, in terms

of i, and

4, « fF 3.208

i, 3420b+4

These expressions are substituted into Eq. 3-19a and Eq. 3-194
to give Eq. 3-21

R= f +f + lg Ry 3-208

3.21b

In order to proceed any further the function e, (1,)
must be specified. It can be given grephically or analytically.
Ife, f (41,) is given graphically the e, ve 1, plot can be
obtained by & procedure outlined in Appendix I. If it is given
analytically there is the possibility that can be eliminated
from Eq. 3-21. Then is known as, at least, an implicit funce
tion of

For an example let us assume that we have a square law diode
as illustrated in Fig. 5-12. As long as all diodes are conducting

can be substituted for f(t ) in Eq. 3-21. After a little
algebra, including the elimination of ins the following equation
results.

~ 2a
2
Bye,+ oa* + Rept

= 0 3.22

For large positive ins the diodes Dl and D2 will be nonconducting.
An equation for vs i, can be found by an inspection of the&
Girouit. (Eq. 3-23
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= 03+ i, Ry - + 8 3.278

28 i, + i, Rp - 323b

Bq. shows us that = n(4,) is symmetric with respect to
the origin, and therefore ve need only consider positive i... Someg
terms of equation. 3-22 and 3-25b are extraneous to the actual
curve we are seeking. However, upon plotting these curves the
unused portion can be removed by inspection.

Before plotting these curves a few special properties can
be observed. Since a dbeeak point in (1,) ocours at 1, = 0, a

h(1,) when i, ty (from Eq.
3-21). Eq. 3-2la reduces to Eq. 3-24 at the break point. Eq.

break point will occur in e

3-2ha applies as long as r(1, 0) = O,

f(t,) 3.2he

a 3.24b

-4 Ry
4 Rp

and Eq. 3-24b applies for our example.
Another interesting and useful property of the gate is the

incremental resistance of the gating element near the origin. By
converting Eq. 3-22 to polar coordinates (r,@) and solving for
tan@ when 0 the resistance can be found (Bq. 3-25.)

3025
1. = 0 02

1 + 2 En

This resistance could also be found by solving first for the cur-
rent in the diodes when 4 0. This current, which is the same

fey all diodes, determines an operating point or an incremental re-
sistance of the dicdes. This incremental resistance of one diode
is the incremental resistance of the gate near the origin.
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Fig. 3-11 Four Diode Series Element with Floating Trigger

Pig Square Law Diode
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combinations of trigger voltage and resistance. The value of

is 50/2 ohms. All combinations of R, and Ry which result in
50/2 ohms of incremental resistance near the origin will lie
between curve Iand curve II. Curve II is the other extreme case,
where the trigger sourceis a pure voltage sourte. In actually
building a trigger source the current requirements placed on this
source are important. Therefore the trigger current has been
plotted for each trigger source. If we vary EQ. and Such that
the break point or trigger current required remains at a

constant 10 ma, we will vary from curve I to curve III. It has

@ been obvious from the start that non-linearities in the input
source resistance R, reault in gate transmission non-linearities.
In the gate which we are now considering non-linearities in Rn
also contribute to non-linearities in gate

The smaller the value of Rae the closer to perfect linearity
is this ideal gate. The current source trigger represents the ex-
treme case of non linearity and the deviation from linearity has
been plotted in Fig. 3-14. 'The resistance of the gate near the
origin has been taken as a reference in order to compute ideal gate
gain. This curve has been plotted for Ry 0 and Ry 2000
ohms.

While these results are realistic in that non linear diode

Fig. 3~13 contains plots of °, va i, for a few extreme

has been taken to be 10 Volts The trigger source is a

10 ma current source for amps). The resiatance at the origin

curves have been used, they are not realistic in that the four
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diodes have been assummed to be identical. The most important
effect of an unbalance in the diodes is to shift the h (1,)
plot from the origin Oy e OO. In practice this volt-
ege is rather unpredictable but may be brought to a reasonably
gmail value by either an offset bias or by carefully matching
diodes.

In order to make any statements about the switching speed of
the four diode gate ve mast establish a model for the diode which
includes switching effects. The diode D of Fig. 3-15 is statically
the same as the diode in Fig. 3-10. As the trigger voltage in
any gate is assummed to change in a step fashion our model need
only apply for step changes in voltage Eye When the voltage
ebanges from -E,, to En, the current in the diode will go from

diode will go from the non conducting to the conducting state as
fast as the trigger voltage. However when the voltage changes
from to the resistance of the diode will remain at re
for an interval of time, Tyg This switching time depends on both

of the diode construction. Fig. 3-15 illustrates this awitching.
If this diode model is inserted in the bridge of Fig. 3-9

the switching speed of the gate and the transients introduced
upon switching depend upon the input voltage E,- Let us consider
two extreme cases. When the value of E, is sero, the positive
trigger voltage will cause an equel current to flow in eadh diode.

in sero time. That is, ouriaD R aE

the enabled current Lop end on the reverse current 1dR
For our purposes 7, = where K 18 a property

An instananeous change in Bp from Err fron to "Erp will
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similarly cause an equal reverse current to flow in each diode.
Because the diodes have all been aubjected to identical conditions
they will all become non conducting at the same instant. A differ-
ent situation exists when KE, is some large positive voltage. The
currents in the diodes of the enabled gate are now unbalanced.
In order to simplify an already over simplified argument let us
assume that diodes D, and D, are conducting sero current. Diodes
Do and are therefore conducting full trigger current. When the
trigger voltage changes sign Dy and Dybecome high resistances
instantly. An estimate of the reverse current in the diodes which
are left conducting can be calculated from Fig. 3-16.

After a time « x

aR (Erp ~ E,) 3.26+ or ++

GE the gate will be completely disabled.
4

dR
During this switching a transient has been introduced at the oute
put of the gate. This transient is illustrated in Fig. 3-17.

Since a crude model has been used for diode awitching, we
can only come to some crude conclusions about gate switching.
A transient appears at the output of the four diode gate while
awitching from the enabled to the disabled state, which depends
on E,- This transient is a property of the gate configuration
ané switching characteristics of the diodes which can only be
completely eliminated by using zero switching time diodes. While
this transient may not be very aeathetic it is of no consequence
in pulsed analog work provided it is sufficiently short. The
storage gate which follows this sample gate need only come to the
end of its enabled period before this transient starts.
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A four diode bridge gate can be built which meets the pulsed

analog requirements. The gate has the disadvantage that an un-

predictable bias, caused by an unbalance in diode characteristics,
will have to be canelled out. Also in a series gate the linearity
of the input source may be strained. In a series-shunt gate this
difficulty could be eliminated. Using the four diode bridge as
both a series and a stunt element a sample gate can easily be

bullt to meet pulsed analog requirements. The transistor gate of
Chapter 4 will also meet our requirements and offers some advan-

tages over this diode gate.



CHAPTER IV

BILATERAL TRANSISTOR SAMPLE GATES
4.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we will investigate the use of bilateral
transistors as gating elements. A basic configuration is show
in Fig. 4-1. Once this basic element 1s understood special cases
and more elaborate combinations can be considered. The transistor
will operate in either the saturated or in the cutoff state. Fig.
4-2 adopts a simple model for the saturated transistor. When the
trigger voltage is large negative the diodes are conducting
and have a resistance Ppe Expressions for toa and can be
calculated (Eqs. 4-1, 4-2).

+ R E RR Rel 12 22 22 124
11 22 ~

12 21

Roy Ra3 + R

1 ®R 22 ~ Rio Hoy

pay

A
Rio = Rp + al ley

e2 Roy 1 11 72 4.2

where

R + R1 TR +A
11

R + Teo +RR22 2

21 G2 Yen

Phe value of the current in the diodes is impsertant when we are
calculating the point at which the transistor leaves saturation.
Eq. 4-3 and Eq. 4-4 should satisfy this need.

Digs Roo R 4.312 1

56
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+{= Ryo + Oy Ro} By + {Ryo - % Roy} Bp

Diao ™ {Ray
~
Roy + % Roo Fp Rio}

+ Roy + a, Ro} + R + % Rao} E, 4e411

where D
2 RR Roo R11 12

If in the reverse direction the diodes appear as resistances
» Bas. 4-1 to 4-2 apply to the cutoff transistor simply be sub-

stituting Ty, for Pee A different model, which has been incorpor-
ated in Fig. 43,18 often used for the cut off transistor. With
this model all the currents of the circuit can be determined in-
dependent of the voltages and resistors. (Eq. 4-5, 4-6). The

transitor vill remain cutoff as long as the diode voltages Ce)
and remain negative. In practice the currents Lay and i

@ are so small that
d2

4.5co2 *col14
:

21

&.6e2 2 col coea I I4
21

the voltage drops which they cause across the resistors are in-
significant when computing linear range. Neglecting leakage cur-
renta in this way is identical to using ideal diodes in the model

of Pig. 4-2. The diode voltages are then simply

dl + Ry, 4.7

S40 Ep + E, 4.8

THE SERIES TRANSISTOR GATE

@ Fig. 4-4 illustrates a bilateral transistor series sample gete
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with a grounded trigger. This gate is the basic configuration
with the modification that En O. The output of the gate can
be written down from Eq. bel swith the appropriate substitutions
as indicated in Fig. 4-4. In many

i@2 {R Roy B
h ( Erg) +OE 21 1

RyFoy 11 2

cases the trigger resistance will be very large compared to the
other resistances of the gate. With this approximation and using
a perfectly symmetrical transistor Eq. 4-10 can: be written. The
term 2(1 - 2) lp

R + (1-0 )r
+ +R +oE 4.10

f
ie often referred to as the transistor saturation resistance

Toape The DC output of the disabled gate will be caused by the
leakage current of Eq. 4-6.

co RL 4.11
a

An estimate of the linear range of this series gate can be

obtained by using Bq. 4-3, 4-4. When in the emabled state ve
can, for this calculation, assume that rp 0. Eq 4212 and

he]3 are the expressions for the currents in the diodes.

Dig, +
(Ry, +o R,) Bap

- (R, + (lea ) (Rp )By 4.12

Dlgo = - (Ry +o R,) Bap + (-2 R, + (1-0 ) Ry)E, 4.13

where the value of D, which is positive, is of no consequence,
will change sign for large negative R,- The point at whichal4

this will occur
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is given in Eq. 4-14. The sign of the coefficient of E, in Bq.

can

4 14

be either positive of negative depending on the relative magni-
tudes of Ry Rp anda. The break point can therefore be either
positive or negative. This break point will occur when

Ein ™ 4.15(R +a

If B, 28 calculated in Eq. 4-14 is negative than BE, can go no
more negative than this value. If the calculated value of B, is
positive than RB can go no more positive. If Eqs. hel and 4-15
both demand a negative break point, the smallest one obviously
applies. If the trigger source is a current source both breeka
are roughly equal in magnitude but opposite in sign (Bq. 4-16,
4-17) e

4.161B
+ a R ) [

4.17
+ a
-a

R

Prom Eq. 4-8 the transistor of the disabled gate will leave the
cutoff condition when

4.18+

The disabled gate will remain linear for all negative input volt-
ages. All break points for this gate have now been determined
using ideal diodes in the transistor model. The gates transmission
characteristics, with a current source enabled trigger, are
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summarized in Fig. 4-5.
A non-linear and more realistic model for the bilateral

transistor can be obtained by replecing the two diodes in the
model used in Fig. 4-2 with non-linear diodes % * (1,).5+9
This diode function oan be determined by direct measurement.
The transistor curves for the grounded emitter configuration,
Vs vs I, with i, as parameter, are often given or can be easily
measured. From our model, Fig. 4-6b, we should be able to predict
these curves. By writing down all the equations associated with
Fig. 4-6 and making a few appropriate substitutions we can arrive
at the grounded emitter characteristics (Eq. 4-19). The saturation
resistance which appears

Y= f {t, + (lea x, {a In - (lea x, 4.19

directly on the grounded emitter curves is defined to be

f

r 4.20A av
SAT

The is consistant with our previous example of a transistor in
which (15) « i, and Troan

* 2(1-a )rp-
It is rether difficult to use this model which we have es-

tablished in the general series gate of Fig. 4-4. However a few
Special but useful cases can be discussed. For example if Leg
is fixed, a load line

= = R, I, - - (Lig + I ) Ry 4.2)
can be drawn and a plot of gate linearity easily obtained.

The diode function is very likely to be of the form

®% K ln 1+ 4.22id
co
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in which case we ease ve can compute the grounded enmitter
characteristics to be

4.23K ln + (l-a )I+ I
+ a1

The saturation resistance is then
ov

"sat
CG

hook
I, « 0 B

Eq. 4.24 includes the approximation that I, al, and I Close
to the origin of the V, vs I, plot Eq. 4-23 can be approximated

as Eq. 4-25.

I, 4.252(lea )K

Small but importent errors in the enabled transmission of
this gate can be predicted analytically using the non-linear
transistor model. In this method certain assumptions are made

whose validity mast be checked after the final results have been

obtained. The essumptions which we use amount to using a different
transistor model to make different calculations. The trigger
current, for example, is calculated using the ideal diode model.

In the pulsed analog case, where R, is the output impedance of an

operational amplifier and Ry is the input impedance of an operation-
al emplifier, Bq. 4-25 will determine inp Two voltages are neg-
lected because of their small value.

4.25+

The trigger current will flow mainly through the source resistance,

R,- The resulting voltage drop, at its maximum value, is assumed

to be small (less than 1 x 10 3 volts). <A voltage drop will
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develop across the collector of the transistor due to the unbal-
ance in 4 and Looe This voltage can be computed from the ground-
ed emitter characteristics (Bq. 4-27.) This

el

Vy +k, in 2} 4,27

voltage is also assumed to be negligibly small.
The next gate error is caused by the fact that oat varies

with The gain of the gate is now
:

4.28
i L7 + SAT

:

where Re has been neglected because it is small and it is constant.
Combining Eq. 4-24, 4-26 and 4-28 we can arrive at Eq. 4-29. This
equation

E, - Ry

+
4,291 L

is then the non-linear gain of the series sample gate, where the
non-linearities are ctised by the fact that Psat
Eo-K Byis the error caused by this gate, where K is selected to

waries with Ibe

be the value of when B, . By performing this subtrac-
tion a direct exphession for gate error is obtained (Eq. 4-30).
If K is assumed to be unity the gate error is given by Bq. hed].
The more gross non-linearities, those ceused by the

KE 4.302 ) "1
+4

gk, = 2 (1-a) Ry EB, i 32
+

4

curvature of the va I, characteristics, haye not yet come to
play an important role in the gates operation. To show that this

4

4
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is true, the errors predicted by Bq. 4-30 or 4-31 should be com-
pared with the maximim deviation between Bq. 4-23 and 4-25.
4.5 THE SHUNT TRANSIMM§OR GATE

If the study of transistor gates were to parallel the study
of diode gates the next gate which we would consider would be the
balanced trigger gate of Pig. 4-8. Following this we would study
the floating trigger gate. However we shall take a little different
point of view and proceed with the study of a shunt transistor gate.
The gate which we shall discuss is illustrated in Fig. 4-9. This
gate 1a d&sabled with a positive trigger which saturates the tran-
sistor, and 1a enabled with a negative trigger which cuts off the
transistor. A basic configuration similar to Fig. 4-1 but which
has the PNP trensistor replaced by a NPN is shown in Pig 4-10. A
model for the NPN transistor which corresponds to the model of the
PNP of Pig. 4-2 can be inserted in this figure. Eq. 4-1 to Eq.
4-8 will then apply exactly to this configuretion. By making the
proper identifications the enabled and disabled outputs of the gate
can be established. (Eq. 4-32, 4-33). With the usual approxima-
tions that

st

al Ico got (Ry + Ry) 4.32+
"Oy %

1 (R + Ra)
12 22 1

&,334

the trensistor is perfectly symmetrical and the assumption that
Ry, is very large, Bq. 432 and 4-33 are modified to give Eq. 4-34
and 435,

= ByOE 43I co (R + R
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(lea )r (R Exp

]
435)r

a + Ra +

2 ( 1 a
+

The linear range can similarly be established. The enebled range
will end when the diodes of the transistor are no longer back
biased. This break will oceur when

E, = = Ber 4.36

No break will occur for negative Ei. The diodes of the disabled
gate must remain conducting. The positive and negative break
point in the disabled linear range will occur as mentioned in Bq.
4-37 and 4-38. This shunt. gate's characteristics are summarised
in Pig. 4-11.

OT

Ey, (Pat Ro) 4.38

a(R + R )
waa

l-a
The trigger current for the shunt gate will remein constant

over the entire range of operation due to the fact that one collec-
tor of the transistor is grounded. If the non-linear transistor
which was used for the series gate is used in the shunt gate,
the enabled characteristios are unaltered. The grounded emitter
characteristics will apply directly in computing the gates dis-
abled output voltage.

One of the main disadvantages of the shunt gate is the fact
that in its design a compromise has to be made in adjusting the
value of Rye If Ra is made smell the disabled element must remain
linear over a large current range. If Rg is made large the output
resistance of the enabled gate becomes correspondingly large. The
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series-shunt gate eliminates this difficulty. The serles-shunt
gate also eliminates the major disadvantage of the series gate,
which is capacity read through.
4.4 THE SERIES-SHUNT TRANSISTOR SAMPLE GATE

In this section we will become very prectical and complete
the design of a series-shunt gate which oan be used in the pulsed
analog computer. Fer a series gating element we will use the PNP

symmetrical transistor. For a shunt element we vill use the Fen

symmetrical transistor. The gate and its enviorment are illustrated
in Fig. 4-12. R,» the output resistance of the first operational
amplifier is assumed to be less than 1 ohm. The load resistance 4s
assumed to be 100K.0, . Now that we have decided upon a gate con-
figuration and the gates input and output conditions have been

specified, little remains to be designed. Once the transistors
have been selected from the limited number which are immediately
available, only the two trigger source resistors and the trigger
voltage remain to be specified. Our previous experience vith
transistor gates will prove valuable in designing this gate.

The first mode) which we shall use for the gating element is
the transistor model with the ideal diodes. In the enabled state,
with positive, the equations which were developed separately
for the series gate and shunt gate can be used. The cut off tran-
sistor T2 can be completely ignored, provided both diodes are always
back biased. The cutoff transistor T2 can be continued to be

ignored as more elaborate models for the saturated transistor are
adopted. All previous analysis for the series enabled gate can
be used. Finally a realistic leakage current model for the cut
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off transistor can be inserted to show that it does not affact
the gate output.

The series enabled gate which was given as an example pre-
viously applies exactly to oup gate. Experimental curves for the

diodes in the transistor model are given in Pig 4-13 and 4-14.
The diode function e, = f(14) can be approximated analytically

3.393x10 6

> -175x10

With the value of measured to be .967 our model for the transistor
is complete.

The saturation resistance of the transistor can new be calcu-
lated. Pig. 4-15

@ Tsar 4.402.5x10 3

compares measured and calculated values of Pogue The maximum

value of in our gate will be 1250. . The xi value of
leakage current from the cut off transistor is 6 x 1076 BMPS «

The maxim voltage error whieh this could produce is less than

1x 10 volts and can therefore be neglected. Fig. 4-7 is a

theoretical and measured plot of this gate errors. This plot vas

actually made with and without the series element to show that the
disabled shunt element does not effect gate output.

In the disable gate, with By negative, the non-linearities
due to curvature of the Vg wal, characteristics and non-lineari-
ties due to saturation resistance varying with base current are

@ not important and we must look to the emall errors due to leakage

SAT

3.

current and base current. Fig. 4-16 is an illustration of the
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cireult which we are now considering. Phe voltage EB, will be

Eon Yo SAT Iq

ve can be computed from the grounded emitter characteristics to
be approximately K, in(1/a ). An exagerated value of would
be less than 1 x 107 volts. While not important for a single
gate this voltage does place become important when severel of
these gates form the inputs to a summer. It does place one type
of limit on the number of inputs which can be applied to one
summer. A value of of 1 x yould result in a saturation
resistance of 1000 . Smaller values of Ry and Rap would further
improve linearity but would increase awitching speed. The complete
gate, including a monostable miltivibrator! was designed
for use with this gate, are shown in Fig. 4-18. Simple speed up
techniques have been used to assure svitching in less than 1
second.

One advantage of this gate is its simple trigger source.
However, by using a separate trigger source for each element of
the gate a more linear and a faster switching gate can be built.
Eq. 4-30 shows that as the trigger source approaches a current
source, the on-linearities due to Troan varying with base current
becomes smaller. This could not be done vith a single trigger
source since the maximum back voltage of the shunt transistor is
soon exceeded. Also' if trigger current dees not vary with input
voltage, switching transients will not vary with input voltage.
While 1t is very impractical to build a good current source trigger
with transistors, an enabled trigger voltage of about 4&0 volts is
very possible.

oD
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Two more transistors can be easily added to the series-shunt
gate which ve have now built to construct a push-pull sample gate.
(Fig. 4-17). One trigger source is still required to build this
gate. This gate can now be included in a closed loop with an

operational amplifier. While improvements in gate linearity can

be achieved by this method a test set up found that amplifier nolge
and drift could not be separated from gate non-linearity. Switching
transients also become more difficult to control due to the fact
that amplifier response time was comparable to gate switching
speed.



CHAPTER V

THE STORAGE GATE

5+1 BASIO DESIGN
The basic considerations which must be taken into account

in the design of a storage gate are; set time, hold time, linear
renge of gating element, allewable error, and switching trensients.
A simplified schematic for a storage gate is shown in Fig. 5-1.

Ry is the internal resistance of the source. Ze ie the gate
impedance which as before takes on two values; Z the impedance

of the enabled element, and Zep? the impedance of the disabled
element. The actual storage is accomplished by holding charge
on @ capacitor C after the gate is disabled. Ry is the input
impedance of the device which measures E,° The storage gate is
similar to the series sample gate in that any gating element used

in the series sample gate can be used as a gating element of the

storege gate.
The set time of a storage gate is defined as the maximum

time required for the output of the enabled gate to change from

its previous value to its new value. The set time for the linear
and resistive circuit of Fig. 5-1 can be computed by assuming
that at the beginning of the enabled period E, is a maximum volt-
age + Vmax end that Ey is a minimum voltage-Vr The capacitor
will charge expoentially toward Vinex (Eq. 5-1). The large resistor

max.

B,(t) + Vmax -2 Vinax é 8 + gk 5.1

Ry is neglected in this calculation. As E, will never exactly
reach + Veax 20 allowable enabled error must be specified in order
to determine set time.

76
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After the gate has become disabled the capacitor will retain
the desired voltage vithin an allowable discharge error for a

finite time The mi value of Tq is called the hold time.
If Zen and Ry are pure resistive, the maximum discharge current
will occur when E, ax and Ez, +V « The value of this
current is given in Eq. 5-2. The voltage change during the period

max

i, * 5.2+
gD

of interest will be so small that a constant discharge current
will be assumed. The voltage change at the end of the holding
period will then be

o 2 "4 5.3
:

The value of R, 1s determined by an independent design and is
neglected in a first consideration of a gates abilities. Usually
the value of 1, 1s determined by the components used in the gate
and little remains to be designed. Therefore Eq. 5-5 can be used
to determine a minimum value of C.

The same three triggering methods as have been used previously
can be used in the storage gate. Similarly the trigger voltage
can effect the gates output. The current from the grounded trigger
must flow back to ground through R, and C. This at
least a constant bies error. The balanced trigger offers the
possibility of eliminating this error. In both of these cases,
if the trigger source is not a current source, a gate gain of less
than unity will result. The floating trigger can circulate trigger
current without necessarily introducing an error and also assures
unity gain. For this reason, and the fact that it is easier to
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Fig. 5-1 <A Simplified Storage Gate

Fig. 5-2 An Extreme Case of Current Limiting in the
Gating Element
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analyze, the floating trigger will be used in the remainder of
this general design procedure.

In Fig. 5-1 the two terminal gating element can be thought
of as including the trigger voltage and trigger resistor as vell
as including the gating elements. As we are using e floating
trigger, there need be no other terminals to this box. The gates
impedance can how be more accurately described by a plot of vs

&
1. In the ensbled e va i plot we will léeok for limitations on

the current conducting ability of the series element, which will
effect set time. In the disabled va 1 plot we will look for
increases in the discharge current which will effect hold time.

Even in a simplified design procedure, the effect of current
limiting ih the enabled geting. lement cannot be neglected. This
is because the value of C as chosen by Eq. 5-2 is often rather
large. An extreme oase of current limiting is illustrated in Fig.
5-2. The set time of this gate is effected by this non-linearity.
If at the start of the enabled period the capacitor voltage if
"Vinax and the input voltage has been set to + Vmax? the capacitor
will charge linearly.

E(t) = - t 5.4+max max

This saturetion will last until the break point of the e, ve i
plot is reached. This will occur when

55(t) max I
+ max

3 ge

Following this the remainder of the charge will be completed expon-
entially with a time constant (r + R,)c.

Non-linearities in the series element of a floating trigger
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storage gate do not contribute to the non-linearities of the
gate output. This can be seen be considering Fig. 5-1 and the
enabled vs i, plot. At the end of the set period i, has been

reduced to essentially sero. While 5 may not be sero when i,
it will, at the end of each charging period, take on the same value.

w O,

Therefore no non-linearity is introduced in the gates output due

to non-linearities in Zue° An exception occurs in the case in
which is not single valued fori, = 0.

Errors introduced upon from the enabled to the dis-
abled state are very important in the storage gate. Special care
must be taken to reduce these errors or to compensate for them.

The atorage gates operation is even more dependent upon the
external circuitry (input source, trigger source, and output buffer)
than is the sample gate. Non-linearities in the input source and

trigger source are reflected into the gates output behavior, not

necessarily as a non-linear output voltage but as a limitation on

the charging current available to the capacitor. The vs i,
plot, which already includes the effect of trigger source voltage
and resistance, can also include the effect on non-linearities in
this source. A plot of the input capabilities is also appropriate
and important. Non-linearities in R, do not cause non-linearities
in E since the current in R, is always sero at the end of the set
time. The output buffer stage also requires special design in that

discharge current from the capacitor during the disabled period is
very important. This completes the fundamentals of storage gate
design. Belov is a list which summarizes the important steps which

are taken in the design of a storage gate.



1)) Get rough picture of gates operation by inspection
2) Choose model for gating element for each calculation
3) Determine vs 4 plot
4) Choose value of C from hold time considerations
5) Calculate set time.
6) SBatimate gate switching properties
7) Consider of design in more detail input source, output load

and trigger source.
5°2 THE STORAGE GATE AND FPERUBACK

In the pulsed analog system the input to a storage gate is
feedback type amplifier. Two methods of using this amplifier

have been proposed. Fig. 5-3 18 a closed loop method, where, by
including the gate in the loop, it is hoped that we can improve
linearity and speed There are several reasons why this method
has not proved to be practical. First the storage gate is already
linear and needs no improvement of linearity. The system is rather
difficult to stabilize due to the additional time constant which
has been introduced. During much of the time the amplifier operates
Open loop and special design problems arise. Delays in the output
buffer may also effect stability. Switching transients become
more difficult to control and finally in a pulsed analog system
this arrangement would require a separate input unit for each gate.
The open loop system of Fig. 5-4 does not solve all the problems
mentions above, but it is generally easier to use. First let us
consider the sdditional Stability problems introduced by the
capacitive load. Fig. 1-16 illustrates the situation with which

11

We are now concerned. Ry is the output resistance of the open
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loop operational amplifier. Ry is the conducting resistance of
the gate near 1 = Q. K includes all the time constants of the
Operetional amplifier. Fig. 1-17 is a block diagram for Fig. 1-16.
Fig. 1-17 shows that the addition of R and C amounts to a lag term
in the closed loop amplifier. The problem 1a to correctly locate
this leg fliter and at the same time maintein proper set time and

hold time. The factor K may also have to be modified. The smaller
the value of Ry the easier will we be able to stabilize the systen.
In fact a little negative feedback could be used in the open loop
amplifier final output stages to assure low open loop output
impedance.

There also exists the possibility that low frequency oscilla-
tions can be introduced due to the non-linearities of the system.
The current capabilities of the output driver are admittedly limited.
If the output current 1, 1s symmetrically limited to tyr the
block diagram of Fig. 5-5. can be drawn. Fig. 5-6 rearranges this
block diagram and sssumes that k>> 1 and that the RC time constants
are very small. These approximations only apply at low frequencies.
The non-linearity of the system is symmetrical and therefore intro-

. duces no additional phase shift. It's describing function lies
along the ~180° line and above the 0dlg line on the Nichols chart.
Any phese shift in K greater than 90° will cause the open loop
transfer function to cross this describing function and the system
will oscillate. Therefore low frequency lag compensation cannot
be used in this system. The effect of any low frequency oscilla-
tion on the output of a storage gate with a 10 x 10 second enabled
period would be difficult-to predict. To avoid the problem of

6
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predicting this effect we will eliminate the oscillations.
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CHAPTER VI
SEVERAL STORAGE GATES

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter ve shall study several storage gates which
were considered for possible pulsed analog use. These gates are
very interesting and could be used as storege gates in many applica-
tions. However none of these gates are usable for pulsed analog
purposes. The important properties of these gates vill be sumnar-
ized. The reasons why these gates can not be used in the pulsed
analog system will be pointed out. All of the gates considered
will be of the floating trigger type.
6.2 THE BILATERAL TRANSISTOR STORAGE GATE

The bilateral transistor storege gate will make a good first
example. This gate, which is illustrated with a positive trigger
end disabled with a negative trigger, is tllustrated in Fig. 6-1.
The basic operating characteristics of this gate can be illustrated
using a fairly simple model for the transistor. The model chosen
for the NFN transistor is showin Fig. 6-2. The diodes have a for-
ward conducting resistance of Ye and a reverse resistance of
r is assumed to be much greater than This model and a perfect-
ly matched PNP transistor can be incorporated into the series gating
element. It should be noted that ts non-symmetrical transistors
were used in this gate the same model configuration, but with a

numerical unbalance, could be used. The resulting enabled ep vs

i, plot is illustrated in Fig. 6-3.
The enabled gate has many useful properties. The enabled re-

sistance is made low and the linear range of the gate greatly ex-
tended by the active current generetors of the transistor. After

85
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the break point in the enabled characteristics the transistor be-
comes active. This fact keeps the conducting resistance of the
gete low even efter the break point. However these same active
current generators also succeed in lowering the gates disabled re-
sistance. As is the case with most gates which ve attempt to use
to meet our desired specifications it is this low back resistance
or leakage current which ia thetr most severe limitation. The
diodes of the disabled gate are back biased at times by 40 volts
or more.A transistor capable of this voltage range, with a back
resistance high enough for pulsed analog uses is not available on
the market at this time. Because of these limitations the transitor
gate mist be disqualified for pulsed analog applications.
6.3 THE FOUR-LAYER DIOWE GATE

Included among the many novel semiconductor devices which have
appeared in recent years 1s the Shockley four-layer diode. The
d-c. characterlatics of this device are illustrated in Fig. 6-4.
The four-layer diode has two stable atates. If the voltage exceeds
Vp it goes into a low resistance state. It will remain in this
low resistance state until the current drops below I at which
time it will return to a high resistance state. A gate which uses
these diodes has been suggested by Nyder angdGiven. Fig. 6-5 illu-
strates this gate. A large positive trigger voltage will enable
this gate by causing the diodes to conduct. A negative trigger
voltage will attempt to reverse the current in the diodes and there-
by return them to the high resistance state.

The enabled and disabled va i, plots for the four layerg
diode gate are shown in Fig. 6-6. Note that the enabled character
istics contain a hysteresis effect. This characteristic of the
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four layer diode gate is not only not very aesthetic it also results
@ in rether awkward switching. If E, is mich greater than E, at the

beginning of the enabled period, or if the voltage across D2 does
not become large enough to break down D2 at the beginning of the
enabled period, the gate will operate on the high resistance portion
of the characteristics. This will continue until the capacitor
discharges sufficiently to allow D2 to break down. At this time
the gate will become completely enabled. The disabled characteris-
tles of this gate are much more straight forward. However if for
some reason the disabled gate should break down a similar hysteresis
effect will be exhibited. The literature on four-layer diodes

Therefore, by selecting these diodes sarefully, resonable disabled
claims that the resistance r, can be as high as 1000 x 196 ohms.

characteristics for this gate can be obtained. It is, however, the

peculiar enabled characteristics of this gate which make it unusable
in our application.
6-4 THE

Another gate which makes use of the four layer diode is the
Connelly gate. This gate is illustrated in Pig. 6-7. During the
enabled state both four layer diodes are in the conducting state
due to the positive trigger voltage. <A difference in E, and will
then cause a current 60 flow in one ordinary diode or D3. There its

no need to make Ep negative during the disabled periods since this
voltage will simply be shorted by the two diodes Dl and D3. When

En is made equal to zero the four layer diodes become high resis-
tances and the gate is disabled.

r To determine the highlights of the @nabled series element, ideal

co LY GATE
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diodes can replace the diodes Dl and D>. The four layer diode

whose characteristics ere illustrated in Fig. 6-4 will be assumed

to have an infinite non-conducting resistance. Using these models

the enabled ve i, plot is shown in 6-8. Still using ideal diodes,
but now taking into acoount the four layer diode back resistance

the disabled characteristics can be plotted. A unique property
of this series element is seen in the enabled vs i, plot. Its
use in a storage gate will result in a non-linear storage gate.
This is due to the fact that e, is not single valued when 4 O.

In this dead sone both diodes Dl and D3 are back biased. The mag~

nitude of this dead zone is greater than aly Tee In practice this
can vary from a few millivolts to as high as 2 volts. While diodes
cen be selected to a maintain @ small dead zone, it is very diffi- :

cult to select these diodes for both small dead sone and large
back resistance. The probability of finding the right combination

ia very small.
Bach of these three gates investigated can be used as a

storage gate. However with each of these gates extreme difficulty
49 found in attempting to meet the exact specifications which have

:

been established for the pulsed analog storage gate.



CHAPTER VII
THE FOUR DIODE STORAGE GATE

Tel INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we will become very practical and complete

the design of a storage gate which can be used in the pulsed analog
computer. The right combination on gate leakage current and input
charging current will be obtained through the use of a four diode

bridge gate and a White cathode follower input driver. The four
diode bridge gete will be shown to have the lowest leakage current
of any gate discussed. This low leakage current permits us to use
a capacitor which requires @ reasonable charging current. The design
of the input source assures a low output resistance from the driver.
This low output resistance helps solve the stability problem.A
trigger source and a special output stage have also been built for
use with this gate.
7-2 THE FOUR DIODE BRIDGE SERIES ELEMENT

The use of the four diode bridge as a series gating element
has been discussed previously in Chapter II. The application of
this element to the storege gate however requires a little special
attention. Eqs. 3-2la and can be used directly in determining
the gates ve i, plot. These equations are repeated here for
convenience. A commonly used diode function is the linear

3.21a44

f 3e2lb4

resistive model, with a forward resistance Tp and @ reverse resis-
tance r, Using this ( 4d ) in Eqs. 3-21 the egvs i, plots of

92
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Fige 1-13 are obtained. Pheseplots assume that Ty Mp and r
A mre realistic model is needed for the diode before we can

come to any conclusions about the four diode bridge gate. Bither
the exponential diode, which is a very good represenation, or per-
haps an actual plot of the diodes characteristics could be used.
Using an exponential diode and a current source

eg = K, in [1+ 2a Tel

enabled trigger, we can come to a few important conclusions about
this gate. Since the current source ig a trigger source Bq. 3-21b
will give us the gates characteristics directly. Making the appro-

g
fi g
priate substitutions we arrive at an equation for as a funotion

x, lin 7-22I +1 +i

This equation shows that the value of 1g is Ine That is,
the gate can conduct no more current than the trigger source deliv-
ers. A gate resistance ve is defined by Eq. 7-3.

ge
se

For the gate described by Eq-. 7-2 this calculates to be

It is very unlikely that a floating current source trigger would
be built. However if is 100 or more times greater than Tp the
current source approximation will apply very vell. It should be

Ted
1 w 0

* 2 Teh+

recalled that we do not need an extremely accurate plot of va
u
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ins but only need an estimate of the gates current conducting
abilities. If any question arises, however, the graphical proced+
ure of Appendix I can be used.

Pig. 7-1 illustrates a typloal silicon diode forward character-
istic. This real diode deviates from the exponential due to an
additional resistive term in the diode function. Four similar
diodes were used to build a gate and the gates resistance plotted
(Pig. 7-2) for several values of trigger current. Pulsed techniques
were used to make 811 measurements since the currents used exceeded
the diodes 4.0. limitaions. The value of K, used in caiculating
theoretical gate resistance vas 69 x 10 volts.

The exponential model shows that the reverse characteristics
of a diode are similar to a current source. Four current sources
oan be inserted in the four diode gate (Fig. 1-14). The resulting
circuit is ambigous since four independnet current sources are
arranged such that qT, + Ip = I, + Ty Therefore in order to re-
lieve this ambiguity a high resistance has been added in peralle)
with each diode. If diodes are selected such that all leakage
currents currents are equal the gate will have a disabled resistance
of That is, @ gate can be built which has a lower leakage cur-
rent then the leakage current of any diode in the gate. Experience
has shown that it is not practical to match diodes to more than a
second significant figure. This however assures an improvement by
@ factor of 10 ever the diode itself. The resistive component of
back biased Transitron 90222 may run as high as 4 x 10? ohms. While
Giodes cannot be matched exactly they can be arranged in the gate

3.

to give a minimm gate leakage current. The diodes can be first
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matched in pairs, with De and D4 forming one pair and D!) and D3

the other pair. If Dk has a larger leakage current than D2 this
pair will tend to cause a positive gate current 4 If D3 has a

larger leakage current than Dl this peir will tend to cause a nega-
tive gate current. These positive and negative gate currents will
cancel causing an even further reduction in gate current. In sumsary
then in order to construct a gate with a resistance compareble to
the back resiatance of the diodes an attempt should be made to elin-
inate the effect of the current source by satisfying the equations

qy + I, + Tye
This tecinique is Lllust rated in Fig. 7-3 and Pig. 7-4. Fig.

7-3 Llluatrates the reverse characteristics of four selected Transi-
tron SG222 diodes. For the data plotted in Fig. 7-4 these diodes
have been arranged to give e minim leakage current. When

each diode is back-biased by 20 Volts. Therefore the current in
each diode is about 15 x 1079 amps.

It should be pointed out that the diodes used in this example
were ve@y carefully selected. They were selected first for low

leakage current and high back resistance. Secondly they were care-
fully matched to construct the best possible gate. A very small
percentage of 3G222 diodes could be used in this gate. If diodes
are selected such that leakage current is less than 10 amps

and the beck resistance is greater than 20000 x 10 "r, about 20%.
of the 36222 diodes will be usable. This will, however, require
at least 2.02 x 107° fared capacitor. 'The charging of this capeci-
tor cannot be sccomplished by any circiut designed in this thesis.
An operational emplifier which can be used for charging this capaci-

3

0

6

6

tor is the subject of another thesis sponsored by this project16
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A awitohing transient and the resulting error are anaviodable

in the four-diode storage gate. This is due to the unbalance in
the diodes awitching characteristics. At the end of all gating
periods, however, the gate will always be in exactly the same con-
Gition regardless of the present value of RB, Therefore the switch-
ing transient will not be dependent of B, but will be the 'same for
all values of input. This fact will allow us to use a bias voltage
to compensate for gate switohing error.

The leakage current of the silicon diodes used in this gate
are sensitive to tenperature.)" Bq. 7-4 describes this sensitivity.
Too is the leakage

b(t, 74
current at the junction temp Tye I, is the leakage current at a
reference temperature Toe b ie a constant and a property of the
Giode construction. Two problems arise due to this variation of
leakage ocurrent with temperature. One is obvious. If the room

temperature rises the leakage current of the gate will increase.
The only solution to this problem is to use diodes which are insen-
sitive to temperature or to keep the room cool. The other harmful
effect of temperature variation is less obvious... When the gate is
conducting heavily two diodes are conducting full current and two
Clodes are non-conducting. Under this pulsed load the two conduct-
ing diodes will heat up. When the gate returns to its disabled state
the two heated diodes will gave a larger leakage current then pre-
viously. This unbalance will cause gete leakage current. However
numerical calculation of this effect show that it can be neglected.

Chis should also be taken in selecting the dielectric of the

13
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capacitor to be used in the storage gate. In general it is not
dielectric leakage current which is important, but it is a phenomena
oalled dielectric absorption.* This property of the capacitor
Glelectric results in an equivalent eireuit as shown in Fig. 7-5.
When @ pulse of current 1s applied to the capacitor, C, will charge
inmediately. Cy will not charge immediately because of the resis-
tance When the current pulse is removed e, will change value
due to the charging of Cy After a 40 x 10 amp current pulse has3.
been applied to a .01 x 10°Srarad paper capacitor for 10 x 10
second a voltage drop ag high as 2 volts can be observed. This effect
is greatiy reduced by using a mica capacitor. However, no numerical
calculation or experimental measurements have been made to fustify
neglecting this phenomena.

A vacuum tube cireuit which ig capable of about t 150 ma oute
put currents and which has a very low incremental output impedance
has deen designed for use with the four diode bridge gate. This
cireuit which bas a plate load resistance is illustrated
in Fig. 7-6. The combination of the sener diode Di is and resistance
R, form the non-linear plate load. The other zener diode D2 is
used to couple the plate of Tl with the grid of T2. A complete
piecewise linear analysis of this is ineluded in Appendix
Ii. The important results can be easily summarized. The circuit
is capable of @ positive output current of ~ ®s. the negative

6

ToD WHITE CATHODE FOLLOWER

output current can be as high as By, Both of Pthese currents are
Pmaximum currents outputs caleulated without driving any grid posi-

tive. The incremental output resistance near the point where i, » 0
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is given in Eq. T=5 6

2
7-5>

) + +R(1 +

The approvimation assumes R> YP, and p>l. There ia a breakpoint
in the output resistance for comparatively small positive values
of output current. To prevent this breakpoint from interfering
with the systems stability it has been shifted by applying a current
bias to the output. The experimental output characteristics of the
unbiased White cathade follower are shown in Pig. 7-7.
7-4 Blocking Osci}jator 7-6

78
A bioeking Oscillator was built for use with the four diode

bridge gate. The circuit diagrams for this trigger source is shown

in Fig. 7-8. The output pulse on the collector of T2 is a 75 Yolt
pulse with rise and fall times of about .2 seconds. This output
atage can deliver upto 800ma of current through the enabled gate.
A very limited pulse width adjustment is provided for this cireult.
The pulse width can be varied from 5 to 9 1 seconds. The real dis-
advantage of this blocking oscillator is it limited pulse repetition
rate. The resistor and diode in perallel with the windings of each
transformer are used to prevent inductive overshoot. By allowing
this overshoot to increase the pulse repetition rate can also be
increased. By decreasing the output current of the output trans-
former the pulse repetition rete can also be increased.
7-5 Output Buffer

The output buffer for the storage gate must drain very little
current from the storage capacitor. A special purpose tube Raytheon
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CK5755 is especially designed to keep grid leakage current at about
10°°amps. This current is less than the current through the gate.
Thig tube is used as a cathode follower im the output buffer. The
cathode resistor of the cathode follover must be kept high (about
1 meg) in order to take advantage of the tubes special properties.
This high registnace in the cathode follower prevents the circuit
from being loaded down. Another cathode follower follows this first
cathode follower in order to make the output of this stage mere
usable. A bias adjustment is also provided in the circuit.
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APPENDIX I

The vs i plot for the four diode bridge gate can be obtain~
ed by graphical procedure @ Bas Z-2l1e and 3-21b from which this
procedure is derived are repeated here for convenience.

ighkp t +f [ts] 3.21a

(ot
>

4rs8]
- 3.21b

The steps below are followed to determine a single point on the
ve i, plot.
1) plot ar ] i, for an arbitrary

2) plot ve i,
3) add 1) and 2)
4) plot - iy Ry, (include here trigger source non lin-

earities)
5) insersection of 3) and 4) are possible operating points.
6) compute dy subtracting 1) and 2)
7) plot e, vs i. (one point, with ip a5 a parameter)
8) try again for another 4 (1 go back to 1)

If in folleving this procedure 3) and 4) don't intersect, the value
which was arbitrarily chosen for oan never occur. While this
procedure may seem rather time consuming at first gience, a good
estimate of va i. can actually be obtained rather quickly ing
practice. If 4 @ current source only the subtraction of Eq.
3-21b need be performed.
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APPENDIX II

The piecewise linear analysis of the White CathodeFol lover
is outlined below. It is always assumed that the current through
Do is a small percentage of the current through This approxi-
mation allows us to neglect the bias resistor which goes from the
grid of T, to the ~300 Volt supply.
Equations for Both tube in linear range and D, non conducting.

1 tyr Mp
-

%o * Ino Py
~ Beco

By 44) RF + + Ope ~ By

B 41 FR +e, + Og, - B,

el

Fin " %, + %o - B,
:

e
Given Bye 1, find @,55 Oyo» tho» thee Oo

0 0 -1 0 oty 0 tas
0 Q ry 0-1 0

B+ 2, 112 0 Je,
B, +8, - 0, R 0 00 0 1 e,

0 0 01 10 Je,
1, -2 0 0 0 0 fe,

+ i bl4

be

in + EB

1

Listed below are the total equations for the White Cathode follover's
currents and voltages
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D

Di, = D= 1, + wr, +uB
+[1+2uen? + [-un? Jo,

Dijo = Dp (Qe eee2 1 eee
+ [1+ H+ p2 E, + [-w-n? ]

Dy = Ri, + [Hn rywR-u" FR] By, + (7,
eur, ur ur], + [-ur, + ue ]e,

Dy = - ]t, +
[ + ur,] Rin + [ Mp]

+ + [ oy

De, [tp + ]to +
[emp +R + oR] Ry, + [-

+ [Pry tur, - B, + [-R- ur, - er]

2

+hry B+ [R+uR+ n+ B+ [- ur, - *s

Bin + [ er, + ur, 2,ee

When T> cuts off the following equations apply Lie 0

+ pe+ 1+2
1 D

2

Tin B- + at +8

Eliminasing Ein
BR 15- % = BE, + (1 + ») B,- we,

The equation vith cut off is then
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(R +

a+ + in+

The equation below applies only at the point of cutoff.

te] Fe t

The next break point will ocour when D, begins to conduct at

R

D D

4

+ R)B

1,>

in+ (RB -E) +Zz. i
p

L+u4 +

These equations are good until el goes positive
at ®, 0 1, Ep ip

in
A break point will occur for negative i, when the grid of T, goes
positive. ®., = 0

er. + pr
r

+

er + ur +R pr + er

+
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+ r_R (u-1)(24 p) + wR (1 +
+ jh).

+ n° (l'+ pe po) (2 + + r_R (uo + 2p + 3)2

+ U)

The results of these calculations are summarized in Fig. A-2.
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